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WELCOME
Dear distinguished delegates,

It is our great honor and pleasure to welcome you to 2019 the 3rd International Conference on Computer
Science and Artificial Intelligence (CSAI 2019) and its workshop-The 11th International Conference on

Information and Multimedia Technology (ICIMT 2019). The conference is sponsored by Beijing Computer
Federation, which will be held in Beijing, China on December 6-8, 2019.

CSAI and ICIMT 2019 keep promoting the information exchange on computer science and information

technology and aims to promote international cooperation and provide an opportunity for researchers
around the world to exchange ideas and the latest research results. The evaluation of all the papers was
performed based on the reports from anonymous reviewers, who are qualified in the field of Computer

Science and Artificial Intelligence as well as Information and Multimedia Technology. As a result of their hard

work, we are pleased to have accepted 65 presentations coming from initially from 115 submissions. The
presentations are divided into 1 poster session and 6 parallel sessions.

A word of special welcome is given to our keynote speakers who are pleased to make contributions to our

conference and share their new research ideas with us. They are Prof. Ying Tan, from Peking University, China;
Prof. Anu Gokhale, from Illinois State University, USA; and Prof. Jun Xu, from Renmin University of China,
China.

We’d like to express our heartfelt appreciation to our sponsors- Beijing Computer Federation and Young

Education Consultant Ltd.co for supporting this event. Our thanks goes to our conference chairs, keynote
speakers, session chairs, authors, and audiences. Thanks to your support and help, we can hold this

conference successfully and always keep making progress. We wish and hope that you will enjoy this

conference in a comprehensive experience embracing computer science and information technology as well

as culture, friendship, and this famous city. Wish you all enjoy your staying here. Thank you for your attention!

We look forward to meeting you again next time!
Best Regards,

Conference Chair

Prof. Ying Tan
Peking University, China
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TIMETABLE
December 6, 2019 (Friday) | Conference Preparations
10:00-17:00

Registration & Materials Collection

Hotel Lobby (1st floor)|1 楼大厅

09:00-9:10

Opening Remarks- Xuhui Feng

Function Hall (2nd floor)|2 楼多功能厅

9:50-10:00

Group Photo

December 7, 2019 (Saturday) Morning | Keynote Speeches

09:10-9:50
10:00-10:40
10:40-11:20
11:20-12:00
12:00-13:30

Keynote SpeechⅠ- Prof. Ying Tan
Coffee Break & Poster Presentations

Function Hall (2nd floor)|2 楼多功能厅

Keynote SpeechⅡ- Prof. Anu Gokhale

Function Hall (2nd floor)|2 楼多功能厅

Lunch

YueFu Palace|粤福宫

Keynote SpeechⅢ- Prof. Jun Xu

Function Hall (2nd floor)|2 楼多功能厅

December 7, 2019 (Saturday) Afternoon | Author Presentations

13:30-16:15
16:15-16:30
16:30-18:30
18:30-20:00

Session1--Intelligent Algorithms and
Calculations|智能算法与计算
Session2--Deep Learning and
Reinforcement Learning|深度学习与强化学习
Coffee Break

Session3-- Machine Vision and Image
Processing|机器视觉与图像处理
Session4-- Artificial Intelligence and
Information System|人工智能与信息系统
Dinner

Meeting Room 3 (2nd floor)|2 楼会议室 3
Meeting Room 4 (2nd floor)|2 楼会议室 4
Meeting Room 3 (2nd floor)|2 楼会议室 3
Meeting Room 4 (2nd floor)|2 楼会议室 4
YueFu Palace|粤福宫

December 8, 2019 (Sunday) Morning | Author Presentations
09:30-12:00
09:30-12:00
12:00-14:00

Session5- Model Construction and
Method|模型构建与方法
Session6-- Computer Network and Data
Engineering|计算机网络与数据工程
Lunch
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Meeting Room 3 (2nd floor)|2 楼会议室 3
Meeting Room 4 (2nd floor)|2 楼会议室 4
YueFu Palace|粤福宫

VENUE
Conference Venue
Foreign Experts Building Beijing
北京外国专家大厦
Add: No.8, Huayanbeili, Chaoyang District, Beijing, China, 100029
地址: 北京市朝阳区北四环中路华严北里8号院

Foreign Experts Building Beijing is located in the Middle part of the north 4th Ring Road, south-

east of Jianxiang Bridge.With its convenient transportation and comprehensive services

including accommodation, conference, food and beverage, entertainment, it has been an ideal
choice for foreign experts and guests home and abroad.

北京外国专家大厦坐落于朝阳区北四环中路，健翔桥东南侧，交通十分便利，它是客房、餐
饮、会议、娱乐为一体的综合性服务设施。

Room Reservation Contact
Ms. Zhu
Tel: +86-13581686778

Web: http://www.bjfebhotel.com/restaurant_zh-cn.html
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VENUE
========================================================================

How to get to the Foreign Experts Building Beijing from Beijing-Capital
International Airport?
========================================================================

 Taxi

Taxi----Around 40 minutes (30.3km)

 The affordable way: Capital Airport Line →Metro Line 10→Bus 658
Metro+

Walking---around one hour and eighteen minutes

Get on the Capital Airport Line at the Terminal 3 (2 Stations)
首都国际机场航站楼 3 乘坐首都机场线 (2 个站)
$
Get off at San Yuan Qiao Station
三元桥站下车
$
Get on the Metro Line 10 (outer loop) at the San Yuan Qiao Station (6 Stations)
三元桥站换乘地铁 10 号线 (外环-6 个站)
$
Get off at JianDe Men Station（C）(
500 meters)
健德门下车（C 口）（步行 500 米）
$
Get on the bus 658 at JianDeMen Qiao North Station (2 Stations)
健德门桥北站上车 (2 个站)
$
Get off at JianXiang Qiao East Station (
190 meters)
$
健翔桥东站下车（步行190米）
$
Foreign Experts Building Beijing
北京外国专家大厦

Tips:
Currency: Chinese Yuan
Important Phone Numbers
Fire: 119

Police: 110
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Medical Emergency:120

HOTEL NEARBY
Recommendation of Hotel Nearby
❉ Comfortable Hotel Nearby
1. Excemon Beijing Hongxiang Hotel (1.9km from Foreign Experts Building Beijing)
北京辰茂鸿翔酒店
Address: No.15 Longxiang Road, Hai Dian, 100191 Beijing, China
地址：北京海淀区北京市海淀区龙翔路 15 号
Booking Link: http://www.booking.com/Share-RagClO
2. Gehua New Century Hotel Beijing (4.3km from Foreign Experts Building Beijing)
北京歌华开元大酒店
Address: No.19 Gulouwai Main Street, Chaoyang, 100120 Beijing, China
地址：北京朝阳区北三环鼓楼外大街 19 号（近安华桥）
Booking Link: http://www.booking.com/Share-d3B5DT
3. Park Plaza Beijing Science Park (4.9km from Foreign Experts Building Beijing)
北京丽亭华苑酒店
Address: 25 Zhichun Road., Hai Dian, 100083 Beijing, China
北京海淀区知春路 25 号
Booking Link: http://www.booking.com/Share-bNpSDL
4. Holiday Inn Beijing Haidian (5.4km from Foreign Experts Building Beijing)
北京红杉假日酒店
Address: Building A, No.89 Shuangqing Road, Hai Dian, 100085 Beijing, China
地址：北京海淀区双清路 89 号 A 座
Booking Link: http://www.booking.com/Share-ugSGrNn
❉ High Class Hotel Nearby
5. Pangu 7 Star Hotel Beijing (2.2km from Foreign Experts Building Beijing)
北京盘古七星酒店
Address: No. 27 Central North 4Th Ring Drive, Chaoyang, 100101 Beijing, China
地址：北京朝阳区北四环中路 27 号
Booking Link: http://www.booking.com/Share-I7CEej
6. InterContinental Beijing Beichen (2.0km from Foreign Experts Building Beijing)
北京北辰洲际酒店
Address: No.8 Beichen West Road, Chaoyang, 100105 Beijing, China
地址：北京朝阳区北辰西路 8 号院 4 号楼
Booking Link: http://www.booking.com/Share-NOvwja
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DETAIL AGENDA
December 6, 2019 (Friday)| 10:00-17:00
Registration & Materials Collection
会议签到+资料领取
Hotel Lobby, 1st floor
酒店大堂，1楼
Give your Paper ID to the staff.
Sign your name in the attendance list and check the paper information.
Check your conference kit, which includes conference bag, name tag, lunch coupon,
conference program, the receipt of the payment, the USB of conference proceeding.

! Attention

 In order to keep everyone's property safety, kindly notice that only the author wearing the
attendance card can be allowed to enter the venue. If you have any companying person,
please do inform our staff in advance when you do the registration. Thanks for your
understanding and cooperation.

 Please keep all your belongings at any time. The organizer of the conference does not
assume any responsibility for the loss of personal stuff of the participants.

 Don’t stay too late in the city, don’t be alone in the remote area. Be aware of the strangers
who offer you service, signature of charity, etc., at many scenic spots.

WeChat Group

Please join us for questions about the conference, we will be at your disposal.
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DETAIL AGENDA
Poster Guideline
Please read it carefully:
 Please bring your own poster.
 Prepare the Poster

*Your poster should cover the KEY POINTS of your work.

*The title of your poster should appear at the top about 25mm (1”) high.
*The author(s) name(s) and affiliation(s) are put below the title.

*Posters are required to be condensed and attractive. The characters should be large
enough so that they are visible from 1 meter apart. Suggested Poster with size of A1
(594mm×840mm width*height), with conference short name and paper ID on right up
corner.

 During poster session, the author should stand by your poster, explaining and answering
doubts or questions.

 Carefully prepare your poster well before the conference. All illustrations, charts, etc., to
be posted should be prepared in advance as materials for these purposes will not be
available at the meeting site.

Oral Presentation Guideline

 Get your presentation PPT files prepared. Please copy your PPT to the computer 15
minutes before your session on December 7 and December 8. The size of PPT is 16:9.
 Regular oral presentation: 15 minutes (including Q&A).

 Laptop, projector & screen, laser sticks will be provided by the conference organizer.

 Certificate of Presentation will be awarded after your presentation by the session chair.

 One Best Presentation will be selected from each parallel session and the author of best
presentation will be announced and awarded after the session by the session chair.
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DETAIL AGENDA
[December 7, 2019 (Saturday)] Morning
Opening & Keynote Speeches
Function Hall (2nd floor)
Xuhui Feng 奉旭辉

09:00-09:10

Opening Remarks

Chairman & General Manager, Software Center of Chinese
Academy of Sciences
中科院软件中心董事长、总经理

Executive Director, Beijing Computer Federation
北京计算机学会常务理事

Prof. Ying Tan 谭营教授
9:10-9:50

Peking University, China

Keynote Speech I

北京大学

Speech Title: Latest Progress in Swarm Intelligence,
Fireworks Algorithm and Applications

9:50-10:00
10:00-10:40

10:40-11:20

Group Photo

Coffee Break & Poster Presentations
B1-018, B2-015, B1-049, B1-2004,
B1-021, B1-054, B1-056, B1-075, B2-001
Keynote Speech Ⅱ

Prof. Anu Gokhale

Illinois State University, USA
Speech Title: AI: Countering Flaws in Algorithm Design
and Applications
Prof. Jun Xu 徐君教授

11:20-12:00

Renmin University of China, China

Keynote Speech Ⅲ

中国人民大学

Speech Title: Learning to Rank for Information
Retrieval: Beyond Probability Ranking Principle

Lunch @ YueFu Palace|粤福宫
<12:00-13:30>
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DETAIL AGENDA
[ December 7, 2019 (Saturday)] Afternoon
Authors’ Parallel Presentations
Meeting Room 3 (2nd floor)
Session 1 -- Intelligent Algorithms and Calculations|智能算法与计算
13:30-16:00

Chaired by -- Assoc. Prof. Ivan Smetannikov
ITMO University, Russia

16:15-16:30

10 Presentations
B2-011, B1-003, B1-004, B1-005, B1-014,
B1-026, B1-040, B1-052, B1-073, B1-1005
Coffee Break | Outside Meeting Room

Session 3 -- Machine Vision and Image Processing|机器视觉与图像处理
16:30-18:15

Chaired by -- Lecturer Ting Zhang

Beijing University of Technology, China
7 Presentations

B1-1001, B1-045, B1-046,
B1-070, B2-003, B1-062, B1-057

Meeting Room 4 (2nd floor)

Session 2 -- Deep Learning and Reinforcement Learning|深度学习与强化学习
13:30-16:15

Chaired by -- Prof. Zhiguang Xu
Valdosta State University, Valdosta, USA
Co-Chaired by --Dr. Leihan Zhang
Peking University, China
11 Presentations

16:15-16:30

B1-001, B1-010, B1-015, B1-016, B1-017,
B1-024, B1-029, B1-034, B1-048, B1-064, B1-1004
Coffee Break | Outside Meeting Room
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DETAIL AGENDA
Session 4--Artificial Intelligence and Information System|人工智能与信息系统
16:30-18:30

Chaired by -- Assoc. Prof. Hongjie Fan
Peking University, China
8 Presentations

B1-006, B1-035, B1-036, B1-047,
B1-061, B1-069, B1-071, B1-072

Dinner @ YueFu Palace|粤福宫
<18:30-20:00>

[ December 8, 2019 (Sunday)] Morning
Authors’ Parallel Presentations
Meeting Room 3 (2nd floor)
Session 5 -- Model Construction and Method|模型构建与方法
9:30-12:00

Chaired by –- Assoc. Prof. Congduan Li
Sun Yat-sen University, China

10 Presentations
B1-007, B1-011, B1-019, B1-025, B1-2002
B1-058, B2-008, B2-014, B1-032, B1-039

Meeting Room 4 (2nd floor)
Session 6 -- Computer Network and Data Engineering|计算机网络与数据工程
9:30-12:00

Chaired by -- Dr. Trong - Minh Hoang
Posts and Telecoms Institute of Technology, VietNam
10 Presentations
B2-009, B1-037, B1-066, B1-067, B1-009,
B1-012, B1-059, B1-074, B2-010, B1-027

Lunch @ YueFu Palace|粤福宫
<12:00-14:00>
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[Travel Recommendation]
❉Assembly Time: The tour guide will inform you in advance after booking 预定后导游会提
前告知

❉Assembly Point: Hotel Pick-up 五环内酒店上门接

❉Opening Time: Tuesday – Sunday 景点开放时间：周二-周日
❉Duration Time: 7:30-15:30

❉Attention: The Travel Project is only for recommendation, the conference organizer will not

provide reservation service. 此项目仅作推荐，会议组不提供预定服务。

Overview

Tian An Men- The Palace Museum- The Summer Palace- Tsinghua University (Outside)
天安门-故宫博物院-颐和园-清华大学（外观）散团
*或在北京大学散团，以当天安排为准
Tian An Men: The Tiananmen Square lies at the cross-section between the central
axis of Beijing. When it was first built in the 15th year of Yongle , it was called
Chengtian Gate. It was twice destroyed in the Ming Dynasty, once by lightening,
once by war. In 1651, or the 8th year of Emperor Shunzhi's reign in the Qing
Dynasty, the Emperor named Fulin had it rebuilt on a large scale and changed its
name to Tiananmen.

Tiananmen Square at 880 meters long and 500 meters wide, measuring 440,000
square meters. To its east is the National Museum; to its west, the Great Hall of the
People. In the middle of it stands the Monument to People's Heroes, to the south
of which is Chairman Mao's Memorial Hall. The national flag ceremony held in the
square every day stirs strong patriotic feelings in the bosom of everyone who
loves New China.
The Palace Museum is housed in the Forbidden City, the Chinese imperial palace
from the Ming Dynasty to the end of the Qing Dynasty. It is located in the middle
of Beijing, China. For almost five centuries, it served as the home of the Emperor
and his household, and the ceremonial and political centre of Chinese government.

Built from 1406 to 1420, the complex consists of 980 surviving buildings with
8,707 bays of rooms and covers 720,000 square metres. The palace complex
exemplifies traditional Chinese palatial architecture, and has influenced cultural
and architectural developments in East Asia and elsewhere. The Forbidden City
was declared a World Heritage Site in 1987, and is listed by UNESCO as the largest
collection of preserved ancient wooden structures in the world.
14
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The Summer Palace is a vast ensemble of lakes, gardens and palaces in Beijing. It
was an imperial garden in the Qing Dynasty. Mainly dominated by Longevity Hill
and Kunming Lake, it covers an expanse of 2.9 square kilometres (1.1 sq mi),
three-quarters of which is water.

Longevity Hill is about 60 m (200 ft) high and has many buildings positioned in
sequence. The front hill is rich with splendid halls and pavilions, while the back
hill, in sharp contrast, is quiet with natural beauty. The central Kunming Lake,
covering 2.2 square kilometres (540 acres), was entirely man-made and the
excavated soil was used to build Longevity Hill.

In December 1998, UNESCO included the Summer Palace on its World Heritage
List. It declared the Summer Palace "a masterpiece of Chinese landscape garden
design.
Tsinghua Old Gate was built in 1909. In May of that year, the Qing dynasty
government approved the application from the Department of Foreign Affairs to
establish a school in the suburbs of Beijing. Tsinghua Garden was chosen as the
site for the school. The Gate was the main entrance to the school campus at that
time.
In 1933, after the expansion of the residential area, the former enclosing wall was
moved to further out. A new gate, now Tsinghua's West Gate, became the new
main entrance. Ever since, the original gate has been called Er Xiao Men (means
"the second school gate").

❉ Included 费用包含

❉ Not Included 费用不含

Chinese Tourist Guide; Hotel pickup

ticket in The Summer Palace; all the costs excluded;

Air-conditioned vehicle; Entrance Tickets; Lunch;

Personal consumption; Hotel return service; Boat

此次行程包含您的所含景点首道大门票,行程中乘坐

个人消费,从解散点送回酒店，颐和园内船票，及
费用包含外的一切费用

巴士的费用,导游费和午餐,五环内酒店上门接。

❉ Note






If you are interested, please make a reservation directly on the travel agency website:
https://m.tb.cn/h.eGrD4AG.
This social program is optional and chargeable.
The pickup point and specific tour time are subject to the arrangement that day.
The travel agency will not send you back to hotel, please go back to the hotel by yourself.
Please keep your belongings with you. The travel agency will not be responsible for the loss of your
personal property.
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KEYNOTE SPEAKER
Prof. Ying Tan
Peking University, China

Bio: Ying Tan is a professor of Peking University, and director of Computational Intelligence Laboratory at

Peking University. He worked at Faculty of Design, Kyushu University, Japan, as a professor, and at Columbia
University as senior research fellow and at Chinese University of Hong Kong in 1999 and 2004-2005 as a
research associate/fellow, and at University of Science and Technology of China in 1998, 2005-2006 as a
professor under the 100-talent program of CAS, etc. He is the inventor of Fireworks Algorithm (FWA). He
serves as the Editor-in-Chief of International Journal of Computational Intelligence and Pattern Recognition
(IJCIPR), the Associate Editor of IEEE Transactions on Evolutionary Computation (TEC), IEEE Transactions
on Cybernetics (CYB), International Journal of Swarm Intelligence Research (IJSIR), International Journal of
Artificial Intelligence (IJAI), etc. He also served as an Editor of Springer’s Lecture Notes on Computer Science
(LNCS) for 32+ volumes, and Guest Editors of several referred Journals, including IEEE/ACM Transactions
on Computational Biology and Bioinformatics, Information Science, Neurocomputing, Natural Computing,
Swarm and Evolutionary Optimization, etc. He is a senior member of IEEE. He is the founder general chair of
the ICSI International Conference series since 2010 and the DMBD conference series since 2016. He won the
2nd-Class Natural Science Award of China in 2009 and many best paper awards. His research interests
include computational intelligence, swarm intelligence, swarm robotics, data mining, machine learning,
intelligent information processing for information security and financial prediction, etc. He has published
more than 300+ papers in refereed journals and conferences in these areas, and authored/co-authored 12
books, including “Fireworks Algorithm” by Springer-Nature in 2015, and “GPU-based Parallel
Implementation of Swarm Intelligence Algorithms” by Morgan Kaufmann (Elsevier) in 2016, and 28 chapters
in book, and received 4 invention patents.

Speech Title: Latest Progress in Swarm Intelligence, Fireworks Algorithm and Applications

Abstract: Inspired from the collective behaviors of many swarm-based creatures in nature or social

phenomena, swarm intelligence (SI) has been received attention and studied extensively, gradually becomes
a class of efficiently intelligent optimization methods. Inspired by fireworks’ explosion in air, the so-called
fireworks algorithm (FWA) was proposed in 2010. Since then, many improvements and beyond were
proposed to increase the efficiency of FWA dramatically, furthermore, a variety of successful applications
were reported to enrich the studies of FWA considerably. In this talk, the novel swarm intelligence algorithm,
i.e., fireworks algorithm, is briefly introduced and reviewed, then several effective improved algorithms are
highlighted, individually. In addition, the multi-objective fireworks algorithm and the graphic processing unit
(GPU) based FWA are also briefly presented, particularly the GPU-based FWA is able to speed up the
optimization process extremely. Extensive experiments on benchmark functions demonstrate that the
improved algorithms significantly increase the accuracy of found solutions, yet decrease the running time
sharply. Finally, several typical applications of FWA, in particular, for big-data application, are presented in
detail.
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KEYNOTE SPEAKER
Prof. Anu Gokhale
Illinois State University, USA

Bio: Dr. Anu A. Gokhale has completed twenty-five years of university teaching and is currently a professor
and coordinator of the computer systems technology program at Illinois State University. She is named
Fulbright Distinguished Chair in STEM at the University of Pernambuco, Brazil, 2016-17; is a Fulbright
Specialist; and was a Fulbright Scholar to India in 2002. She is a Visiting Professor at Shandong University of
Science & Technology in Jinan, China during spring 2017. Dr. Gokhale was honored with the 2011 University
Outstanding Researcher Award. Originally from India, she has a master’s in physics‒electronics from the
College of William & Mary, and a doctorate from Iowa State University. She presents and publishes her peerreviewed research, and pursues multi-year projects funded by agencies like the US Department of Education,
US Department of State, and National Science Foundation. The current NSF funded project is in Computing
Education for the 21st Century. Dr. Gokhale authored a second edition of her book Introduction to
Telecommunications, which has an international edition in Chinese. She continues to be an invited keynote
speaker at various conferences, latest ones include: 2016 International Conference on Communication and
Information Systems, Bangkok, Thailand; 2015 International Conference on Information Technology,
Amman, Jordan; and 2014 International Conference on Control, Robotics and Cybernetics, Singapore. She
consults for businesses and has delivered multiple workshops. As an active volunteer in IEEE, she has served
as R4 Educational Activities Chair, Women in Engineering Coordinator, Chair of International
Electro/Information Technology 2010 Conference, and MGA representative to Educational Activities Board.
She was honored with the IEEE Third Millennium Medal.
Speech Title: AI: Countering Flaws in Algorithm Design and Applications

Abstract: Artificial intelligence or AI continues to transform our world in unimaginable ways, from
government and financial institutions to healthcare, aiding decision-making by providing predictions based
on historic data. The intelligence behind AI comes from algorithms applied to large datasets. Simply put,
algorithms are stepwise instructions for accomplishing a task; these are computational tools that model the
decision-making processes to provide comprehensive solutions to complex problems. The creation of an
algorithm is often considered proprietary information and very closely guarded by its owners. Additionally,
today’s algorithm designs are often armed with machine learning methods based on neural networks which
are so complex that even their creators do not exactly know how they work. Not being able to access the
inner workings of an algorithm is a challenge for both developers and users. The talk will address the issues
and processes that could result in flaws in algorithm design, how repeat applications propagate errors, and
conclude with a discussion of methods to counter such effects.
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KEYNOTE SPEAKER
Prof. Jun Xu
Renmin University of China, China

Bio: Jun Xu is a professor with the School of Information, Renmin University of China. His research interests
include learning to rank and semantic matching in search. He has published more than 50 papers in
international conferences (e.g., SIGIR, WSDM) and journals (e.g., ACM TOIS, IEEE TKDE). He has won the Best
Paper Award in AIRS (2010), Best Paper Runner-up in CIKM (2017), and Test of Time Award Honorable
Mention in SIGIR (2019). He is serving as SPC for SIGIR, WWW, AAAI, and ACML, editorial board member for
JASIST, and associate editor for ACM TIST.
Speech Title: AI: Countering Flaws in Algorithm Design and Applications

Abstract: Ranking is a central task in IR and machine learning techniques have been applied to document

ranking, referred to as learning to rank. Existing learning to rank approaches, including the point-wise, pairwise, and list-wise models, focus on designing different loss functions for different ranking scenarios. From
the viewpoint of ranking model, all these methods are based on the functions that obey the probability
ranking principle (PRP). The PRP, however, poses an independent assumption on the retrieved documents
and therefore limits their effectiveness and broader applications. To address the issue, the ranking models
should have the ability to break PRP, for modeling the dependencies among the documents. In this talk, I will
present the new research progresses on learning to rank that go beyond the PRP, including the sequential
dependent ranking models based on Markov Decision Process (MDP), and the globally dependent ranking
model based on Transformer.
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Image Aided Point-wise Autonomous Annotation for LiDAR Data
Yexuan Li, Ling Pei, Danping Zou, Yifan Zhu, Xiao Liang and Tao Li
Shanghai Jiao Tong University, China

B2-011
13:30-13:45

B1-003
13:45-14:00

B1-004
14:00-14:15

Abstract-This paper presents an autonomous method to realize the annotation of LiDAR (Light
Detection and Ranging) point clouds with the help of images. Different from directly labeling
on point clouds, our approach first utilizes mature image segmentation method to derive pixel
level labels of images. Point clouds are annotated through the corresponding relationship
between 2D and 3D under the guidance of image labels. A point label rectification procedure is
proposed using the 3D structure characteristics to reduce the error of annotation. Experimental
results demonstrate our approach is able to annotate LiDAR point clouds and rectify the results
effectively.
Target Tracking Algorithm Based on CUDA Parallel Acceleration
Yu Ma, Liguo Zhang and Xia Zhang
Xi’an University of Posts & Telecommunications, China
Abstract-TLD is a single-target visual tracking algorithm with good robustness and high
accuracy, which can solve the problems of occlusion and deformation of the target during
the tracking process. However, due to the high complexity of the algorithm, it can’t meet
application requirements. Based on the analysis of the parallelism and complexity of the
improved TLD algorithm, a parallel implementation algorithm is proposed and
implemented with CUDA to improve the real-time performance of the improved TLD
algorithm for the foreground detection classifier and integrated classifier in the algorithm
detection module. The results show that the improved TLD algorithm based on CUDA
improves the average speed of the detection module by 8.8 times and the speed is 181 frames
per second. For the test videos with different resolutions, the average execution speed of
TLD algorithm is 56 frames per second, which satisfies the requirement of intelligent video
monitoring.
Text Similarity Calculation Method Based on Hybrid Model of LDA and TF-IDF
Jiangyao Wang, Wenhua Xu, Wenhao Yan and Caixia Li
Ocean University of China, China
Abstract-The traditional TF-IDF-based text similarity calculation model uses statistical
methods to map text to the keyword vector space and convert the similarity of text into the
distance between text vectors. Such methods have problems such as high computational
dimensions, sparse data, and inability to take advantage of the semantic information
contained in the text itself, so the results obtained are not as similar as the physical text. The
text similarity model based on the topic model changes the traditional spatial similarity of
keyword vectors, and can fully utilize the semantic information contained in the text itself.
But this approach ignores the effect of words on text semantic representations with different
weights. In the process of converting text into topic feature space, valuable information is
lost. In view of the above problems, this paper proposes a text similarity hybrid model (LTHM) integrating LDA and TF-IDF for calculating text similarity. The model uses the
semantic information contained in the text itself and the keyword information reflecting the
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text to comprehensively analyses and calculates the similarity between the texts. The
experimental results show that the hybrid model can better represent the text information
than the single model, and obtain a good F value in the cluster, which effectively improves
the text similarity calculation effect.
A Link Growing Method for Clustering
Bo-Wen Liu, Yu-Jian Li, Ting Zhang and Zhao-Ying Liu
Beijing University of Technology, China

B1-005
14:15-14:30

B1-014
14:30-14:45

B1-026
14:45-15:00

Abstract-Cluster analysis plays an important role in machine learning. In cluster analysis,
there still exist many classical problems, like how to determine the number of clusters and
how to find arbitrary-shaped clusters. We focus on these problems in this paper. We propose
a link growing method by using the fact that the similarity within a cluster is usually high
than the similarity in other clusters. The method first constructs multiple links, then merge
links into clusters, finally a dataset is divided into multiple clusters. Experiments
demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm. The proposed algorithm has good
performance on non-spherical datasets.
A Dynamic Price Inference Approach of HIVE BOX
Dongxiao Jiang, Ming Huang, Zhao Jin and Wuguo Min
HIVE BOX Technology Co., Ltd., China
Abstract-HIVE BOX operates 150,000+ parcel lockers, which cover 100+ cities and deliver
more than 9,000,000+ parcels daily, in order to promote efficiency of the last mile of
logistics in China. However prices that couriers pay for box use of lockers are still depend
on artificial rules, and always are the same in terms of district standard. So in this paper we
propose a price inference approach characterized by dynamic and personalization, to assist
HIVE BOX in decision making for large scale pricing. Based on casual inference, the
approach includes a two-stage model to obtain optimal box price, by which first
probabilistic demand curve is inferred and next revenue curve of each locker is maximized.
And then we further design a win-win launching policy to make the dynamic price more
acceptable easier to couriers. By experimental results both on our simulation platform and
in practice, we verify that the whole approach (1) outperforms than current standard pricing
and improves revenue growth by its personalization; (2) takes timely and correct reaction
to market without human intervene by its dynamical evolution; (3) finishes all 150,000+
lockers inference process within 25 minutes such that global pricing becomes possible and
(4) to consider win-win launching policy is of great importance when model and algorithm
apply in real market.
Real-time Target Tracking Based on PCANet-CSK Algorithm
Zhenghua Hu, Xianmei Wang, Kangming Xu and Pu Dong
University of Science and Technology Beijing, China
Abstract-This paper presents a real-time target tracking method by combining PCANet and
CSK. To speed up PCANet feature extraction, we give a lightweight PCANet to simplify
the structure of PCANet. In tracking step, in order to improve tracking performance, we
integrate the scale adaptive module into traditional CSK algorithm and optimize its model
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updating mechanism inspired by LMCF. The experimental results on OTB50 validate the
effeteness of our method. Compared with the traditional CSK algorithm using gray features,
the tracking success rate of our method is about 26% higher, and the tracking accuracy
increases about 29%.
Local Binary Patterns of Spatial Plane and Temporal Linear for Spotting Spontaneous
Expression Frames
Xiaofeng Fu, Jun Wu and Xiaojuan Fu
Hangzhou Dianzi University, China

B1-040
15:00-15:15

B1-052
15:15-15:30

B1-073
15:30-15:45

Abstract-Spontaneous expression can reveal people's true emotions as comparing with
traditional expression. Spotting spontaneous expression frames in the video is prerequisite
for studying its characteristics. This paper proposes the local binary patterns feature
extraction algorithm based on spatial plane and temporal line. Firstly, the improved
normalized cross-correlation algorithm is used to finely match the eye region and the mouth
region respectively. Then, fusing two kinds of features, one is the mean local binary patterns
features of linear region which are extracted from the temporal linear, the other is the local
binary patterns features of the sector region which are extracted from the spatial plane.
Finally, the feature is converted into the frame feature by feature correlation function, and
frame feature of the spontaneous expression frame is larger than threshold. The
experimental results show that our algorithm performs well on the CAS(ME)2 database.
The hitting rate of negative spontaneous expression segments increases by 27% than the
ULBP algorithm. Simultaneously, the AUC value of the ROC curve increases by 1% as
comparing to the LBP-TOP algorithm.
Effects of Activation Functions and Optimizers on Stock Price Prediction using LSTM
Recurrent Networks
Masud Rana, Md. Mohsin Uddin and Md. Mohaimnul Hoque
East West University, Bangladesh
Abstract-In stock exchange market, investors need to decide which shares to buy based on
their future market value. Because of the variable market, it is obligatory to have a reliable
prediction of the values of the stocks. Now-a-days the machine learning system can forecast
well than the contemporary stock prediction methods. Machine learning system provides a
scientific demonstration based on sample data to forecast. In this work, Linear Regression
(LR), Support Vector Regression (SVR) and, Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)
algorithms are used to predict stock market prediction. Among the several features, the most
important feature has been selected by using the feature selection algorithm, which is
closing price. The effects of different activation functions and optimizers are experimented
on stock price prediction using LSTM networks.
Named Entity Recognition for Russian Historical Texts
Eugenia Bogacheva, Antonina Puchkovskaya and Ivan Smetannikov
ITMO University, Russia
Abstract-With the raise of big data, machine learning and crowdsourcing, the volume of
existing datasets for different machine learning problems have greatly increased. The
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natural language processing field is not an exception; so, as a result, most of the researches
have transitioned into investigating and applying different deep architectures for it. One of
the main issues of this trend is as follows: it is hard to adopt such approaches for somewhat
poorly studied languages, which do not have training data enough as for natural language
processing perspective. In this paper, we investigate some modern approaches to named
entity recognition as for Russian language and show that for historical texts their results are
much lower than for general ones. In addition, we propose our own algorithm that improves
the results of for these historical texts.
Research on Path Planning of Ship Cleaning Robot
Lin Haiyan
Tianjin Maritime Vocational College, China

B1-1005
15:45-16:00

Abstract-With the development of the shipping industry, a large number of long-term ships
on the sea have serious problems in the accumulation of hull attachments. It is difficult and
inefficient to clean up the attachment manually. It is one of the main ways to use intelligent
cleaning robot instead of artificial cleaning. It can to solve the problem of low coverage,
high repetition rate and low efficiency of path optimization algorithm etc. In this paper, a
path planning of cluster robot algorithm is proposed based on a biological excitation neural
network. MATLAB is used to simulate the algorithm. The results show that the algorithm
has the characteristics of full coverage of hull path points and low repetition rate, which
verifies the effectiveness and feasibility of the algorithm.
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Lung Cancer Detection with 3D Ensemble Convolution Neural Network
Yongdong Diao, Yuxin Shi, Yihua Hou, Yingjie Gao and Haichuan Yu
Colleage of Software Jilin University, China

B1-001
13:30-13:45

B1-010
13:45-14:00

B1-015
14:00-14:15

Abstract-Lung cancer, with the highest morbidity and mortality in 21th century, is difficult
to cure because people often fail to detect it in time. With the blossom of artificial
intelligence and big data research, people seem to see the dawn of solving this problem.
Computer aided diagnosis (CAD) system of lung cancer based on deep learning techniques
have been a popular research topic, which aims at utilize the computer system to analyze
the possibility of cancer which is beneficial to the treatment in early stages and increase the
possibility of recovery.Here we propose an integrated network system based on 3D
Convolutional Neural Network(CNN), consisting mainly of two different 3D CNNs. And
finally we reached 82.89% accuracy by combining 3D CNNs’ feature outputs and using the
softmax activation function to get the final disease probability. Also, we modified the
decision making method to make the final result tending to get the negative output to
decrease the false positive rate and the true positive rate reached 90.38% eventually.
Reinforcement Learning Based on Multi-Subnet Clusters
Xiaobing Wang and Gang Liu
Hubei University of Technology, China
Abstract-The main task of reinforcement learning is to enable the subject to obtain the most
reward from the environment. Reinforcement learning has been proposed and achieved
certain results. However, many reinforcement learning methods still have inefficiencies that
result in inability to meet the demand in some applications. Aiming at the above problems,
this paper proposed a reinforcement learning algorithm based on multi-subnet cluster(MSCRL). The proposed network consists of multiple subnet clusters and the primary storage
network. Each subnet cluster is composed of multiple subnets and one sub-storage network.
In the subnet cluster, multiple subnets are used to explore the solution space simultaneously
and saves the searched information to the sub-storage network. At regular intervals, the
subnet cluster saves the searched information to the primary storage network. In traditional
reinforcement learning, there is not enough interaction between the independent subnets.
Insufficient information interaction between the independent subnets can cause the
algorithm to fall into local optimum. MSC-RL can exchange information searched by each
subnet through the sub-storage network to realize information interaction within the subnet
cluster. Each cluster uses the primary storage network for information interaction. The
method enhances the information interaction between subnets and improves the ability of
the algorithm to optimize. This paper uses the Atari game to verify the performance of the
proposed method and compared it with some mainstream reinforcement learning methods.
The experimental results show that the proposed algorithm is superior to some mainstream
reinforcement learning methods in the performance of the Atari game.
A Reinforcement Learning-based Decentralized Method of Avoiding Multi-UAV Collision
in 3-D Airspace
Jian Sun and Yingzhou Zhang
Nanjing University of Posts and Telecommunications, China
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Abstract-Recently, large-scale multi-UAV collaboration system have been proposed for
mobile sensor network applications and the collision avoidance becomes the core of the
scalable control for any multi-UAV system. We present a decentralized collision avoidance
mechanism of cooperative unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) in three-dimensional airspace,
which directly maps the observed environment information to a UAV’s steer commands.
We solve the problem on continuous state space and action space and design a multi-module
reward function to decrease the collision rate of UAV-UAV and UAV-obstacle, deviation
from the planned trajectory and the cost of turning angular velocity. Our method is based
on the Distributed Proximal Policy Optimization (DPPO) algorithm with asynchronous
training framework, which is a policy gradient of Reinforcement Learning algorithm to
learn an optimal policy. Subsequently, we propose a multiscenario multi-stage training
process to our experiment as for a good convergence solution. After testing our method in
non-stationary stochastic environments and conducting a contrast experiment, the result
shows that our method is able to find collision-free policy for a large-scale multi-UAV
swarm.
Urbanised Real-time Parking Detection System using Deep Learning
Parth Poply and Dr. Sujala D. Shetty
Birla Institute of Technology and Science Pilani, United Arab Emirates
B1-016
14:15-14:30

B1-017
14:30-14:45

Abstract-The aim of this paper is about the creation of a Deep Learning Object detection
Model which will be able to rightfully detect a vacant or occupied parking spot in any
parking area regardless of the position and quality of the camera setup. The paper also
promises to deliver a decentralised approach to parking space detection in order to minimise
traffic congestion caused due to parking in metropolitan cities.
Q-learning Decisive Fusion Network for Object Detection
Ren Kai, Yin Yaguang and Mu Yi
Ocean University of China, China
Abstract-Traditional approaches to each image simply depend on detectors of the
classification network and the bounding box regression network. These approaches are,
although working well, fail to exploit the satisfied accuracy for specific object detection or
many methods sacrifice the accuracy for the speed of real-time detection. The reason for the
unsatisfied results is that the relationship between the various objects is not effectively
considered. In this paper, we propose a decisive fusion network for object detection. After
the network extracts the features from the backbone first, the last five layers are treated as
the feature pyramid structure. Each layer is responsible for the bounding box by the border
regression algorithm, and the Deep Q-Learning （DQN） algorithm is responsible for the
classification of the target. The fusion function connects the DQN algorithm with the object
detection network, and considers the selection relationship between objects through the
DQN algorithm to improve the overall accuracy. Through a lot of experiments, the
parameters of DQN are better adjusted. The experiments show our method is better than
tradition approaches.
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Multi-Experience Pool Local State Parallel Q-Network
Ting Zhang, Xiaoguang Nie, Zhaoying Liu, Yujian Li and Bowen Liu
Beijing University of Technology, China

B1-024
14:45-15:00

B1-029
15:00-15:15

B1-034
15:15-15:30

Abstract-Deep Q Network (DQN) takes the entire game interface as input, makes use of
neural network to output Q value, and maps it into actions. However, the contribution of
different game interfaces to Q value often varies, and sometimes only a few interfaces are
closely related to the execution of agents. Hence, we propose a deep reinforcement learning
model based on multi-experience pool local state parallel Q-Network (MEPLSPQNetwork), which takes the advantage of multiple parallel Q networks to predict Q values
collaboratively. In this model, the input of each Q network is the non-overlapping subregion of the original game interface, and subsequently each Q network will study
respectively what characteristics different sub-regions of the game interface have.
Experimental results indicate that the performance of MEPLSPQ-Network exceeds that of
DQN in three various game scenes.
One-Class Classification with Deep Adversarial Learning
Zhiguang Xu and Liane Xu
Valdosta State University, USA
Abstract-One-class classification (OCC) seeks to build a machine-learning model when the
negative class is either absent, poorly sampled, or not well defined. In this paper, we present
a deep adversarial learning based architecture for one-class classification. Our architecture
is composed of two deep neural networks, a generator and a discriminator, that are
competing while collaborating with each other since it is inspired by the success of
Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs). The generator network contains a
Deconvolutional Neural Networks (aka. decoder), which is trained using a zero-centered
Gaussian noise as the feature representation of the pseudo-negative class to learn a good
representation as well as the boundary for the classifiable distortion of the target (or
positive) class with the assistance from the target class. The outputs produced by the
generator network are aggregated with the real positive class data samples, which are then
used to train the discriminator network, whose goal is to understand the underlying concept
in the positive class, and then classify the negative testing samples. The proposed
architecture applies to a variety of OCC problems such as novelty detection, anomaly
detection, and mobile user authentication. The experiments on MNIST and Caltech-256
images demonstrate that our architecture achieves superior results over the recent state-ofthe-art approaches.
An Ensemble Deep Active Learning Method for Intent Classification
Leihan Zhang and Le Zhang
Peking University, China
Abstract-Intent classification plays a primary and critical role in intelligent dialogue
systems. However, faced with the lack of labeled data, the training of robust intent
classification model is time-consuming and costly. Thanks to the powerful pre-trained
model and active learning, it’s possible to construct an integrated method to fulfill this task
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efficiently. Therefore, we propose an ensemble deep active learning method, which
constructs intent classifier based on BERT and uses an ensemble sampling method to choose
informative data for efficient training. Experimental results on both Chinese and English
intent classification datasets suggest that the proposed ensemble deep active learning
method can achieve state-of-the-art performance with less than half of the training data. In
addition, the performance of the proposed method is stable and scalable for both datasets.
In general, the proposed method shows substantial advantages in building intent classifier
across different datasets.
Evaluation of Pooling Operations and Regularization Parameters in Neural Networks for
Drug-Drug Interaction Extraction
Meishan Feng, Zhi Liu, Hao Wei, Wen Qu, Fei Chen and Mingyu Lu
Dalian Maritime University, China

B1-048
15:30-15:45

B1-064
15:45-16:00

B1-1004
16:00-16:15

Abstract-Recently, deep neural networks have been widely used in biomedical relation
extraction, especially CNN and LSTM. Relation extraction is a classification task which
uses pooling operations in neural networks to reduce dimensions and integration features
and it uses regularization to prevent over-fitting. This paper evaluates the performance of
CNN and LSTM in Drug-drug interaction extraction. We discuss the models’ performance
differences using different pooling operations and regularization parameters. Firstly,
regularization can prevent over-fitting effectively, but it is important to ensure that the
regularization parameters are set within the correct ranges. Secondly, the max pooling is
better than other single pooling methods. Max pooling outperforms the others alternatives
because is the only one which is invariant to the special pad tokens that are appending to
the shorter sentences known as padding.
Predicting Fishing Activities Based on DeepFM
Yu Yongzhao, Liu Li, Su Wei, Zhang Jiuwen and Wu Jinzhao
Lanzhou University, China
Abstract-With the advent of the era of big data, it is necessary to obtain volume, veracity
information on fishing activities. In this paper, we present a new approach to predict fishing
activities using DeepFM with historical fishing data of Chinese vessels. This work is an
innovative attempt to use deep learning model to find worthy feature interactions in
historical fishing data automatically. First, we pre-processed the historical fishing data.
Then we used DeepFM to learned low-order and high order feature interactions from preprocessed historical fishing data automatically, and the output of DeepFM was taken as the
probability of fishing. Finally, we assessed experimental results by calculating the Area
Under Curve (AUC). By comparing with the FM and DNN, DeepFM had achieved the best
results, and we founded that high-order feature interactions are more worthy than low-order
feature interactions in predicting fishing activities.
Research on the Current Status of Sparse Neural Network Acceleration Processing
Technology in Deep Learning
Zhichen Wang and Hongliang Li
Jiangnan Institute of Computing Technology, China
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Abstract-With the development of neural network, the demand of storage and memory
bandwidth is increasing rapidly. At the same time, most of the data in the neural network
can be reduced and compressed. This paper analyzes various techniques of neural network
acceleration, compares the advantages and disadvantages of these techniques, and looks
forward to some applicable methods of sparse neural network acceleration.
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Bi-Directional Generation between Attributes and Images
Huankun Sheng, Wanying Mo and Tengteng Zhang
Harbin Engineering University, China

B1-1001
16:30-16:45

B1-045
16:45-17:00

B1-046
17:00-17:15

Abstract-This paper investigates the problem of generating images from visual attributes
and vice versa. Given the prevailing research of image recognition, the bi-directional
generation between attributes and images is rarely explored due to the challenges of learning
a good bidirectionally generative model and the different structure of these two modalities.
To address this problem, the bidirectional generative model (BGM) which based on a
variant of variational auto-encoders (VAEs) is proposed in this paper. The attributes in
BGM are represented by attribute functions. The attribute functions directly ground the
meaning of attributes in visual representations. They also allow the BGM to generate images
and attributes bi-directionally. The BGM is applied to 3D chairs dataset to verify its validity.
The BGM achieves 85.2% and 81.7% accuracy in attribute inference and image
reconstruction tasks, respectively. The experimental results demonstrate the efficiency of
the BGM.
Protein Image Classification Based on Convolutional Neural Network and Recurrent Neural
Network
Yuanying Qu, Haowei Song, Haining Liang, Jieming Ma and Wei Wang
Xi'an Jiaotong-Liverpool University, China
Abstract-Proteins are an essential component in the cell where the functions are executed to
enable life. At present, the manual evaluation and classification of protein images is not
practical given the current situation for generated images on a large scale. Hence, the
requirement of automating protein image classification can be quite useful. Until now,
classical machine learning and convolutional neural network algorithms have achieved
results in image classification without the desired level of accuracy. Under the
circumstances, the research aims to propose an accurate classified model for protein image
classification by combining a convolutional neural network with a recurrent neural network.
Robust Feature Detection Method in High-density Structured Light System
Feifei Gu, Jianyang Feng, Pengju Xie, Huazhao Cao and Zhan Song
Shenzhen Institutes of Advance Technology, China
Abstract-How to achieve high coding density with a small coding window by using a few
coding elements is an interesting and challenging topic in the research domain of structured
light techniques (SLT). This paper designed a high-density coding pattern in SLT and a
corresponding subpixel feature detection algorithm was proposed. The pattern primitives
were designed as checkerboard blocks with a simple embedded geometrical shape - L. Two
different types of features are involved to guarantee high coding density. One is
checkerboard grid points, which were taken as the main features (MFs) and the other is L
shape feature points, which were taken as the auxiliary features (AFs). Specially-designed
templates were utilized to locate MFs and a robust feature detecting method based on Kmeans clustering and Shi-Tomasi algorithm were utilized to locate the AFs accurately. With
both MFs and AFs, the density of reconstructed point clouds can be increased by threefold.
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Pathological Image Classification of Breast Cancer Based on Residual Network and Focal
Loss
Wenting Shu, Shaoyu Wang and Qiang Chen
DongHua University, China

B1-070
17:15-17:30

B2-003
17:30-17:45

B1-062
17:45-18:00

Abstract-This paper proposes an improved deep residual neural network for the
classification of breast cancer as either benign or malignant. Inspired by the success of using
focal loss in object detection, we present a new focal loss for pathological image
classification to solve the class imbalance problem encountered during training stage.
Furthermore, we introduce a multi-scale acquisition structure into ResNet to get a larger
range of receptive fields for each network layer and represent features at multiple scales.
Data enhancement and migration learning are also used to optimize the initial parameters
solving the problem that the network is easy to overfit. Experimental results show that our
approach achieves higher accuracy of classification ranges from 90% to 95% compared with
previous methods.
An Attention-based Sequence Learning Model for Scene Text Recognition with Text
Correction
Fang Chen, Tianyu Luo and Conghui Chen
Southwest University, China
Abstract- Recognizing text from images taken in natural scenes is a challenging task and a
hot research topic in computer vision. Unlike traditional optical character recognition
(OCR), words in natural images often possess irregular layout (e.g. arbitrarily orientation,
blurring, perspective distortion) which are difficult to recognize. In this paper, we develop
a novel method consisting of a text recognition network and a text correction component,
which is more robust to irregular text. The text correction component rectify the text of an
input image to a more “readable” text. The text recognition network is a more “location
aware” attention-based sequence learning model that take the rectified image as input and
recognize the text. The entire networks are trained jointly by only images and word-level
annotations. The standard Softmax loss function only considers the separability between
classes but does not restrict the aggregation within classes. Therefore, we adopt a new loss
function based on the Softmax loss function to enable the model to learn more
discriminative features, reduce misjudgments and improve accuracy. Extensive experiments
on seven popular standard benchmarks, demonstrate the proposed method is comparable to
state-of-the-art performance.
Multi-camera Vehicle Tracking from End-to-end based on Spatial-Temporal Information
and Visual Features
Wei Jin
Shenzhen University, China
Abstract-In large-scale traffic video analysis, continuous tracking of vehicles across
cameras overcomes the time and space limitations of a single camera, and is conducive to
transportation design and traffic flow optimization. In this work, we propose an end-to-end
framework for multi-camera vehicle detection, tracking and re-identification in complex
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traffic environments with urban multi-junctions, which integrates visual features and
temporal-spatial information of the trajectories for optimization. Based on detection and
tracking of multi-vehicles in a single camera, our method distinguishes and marks the
vehicle trajectories from different intersections where they enter and exit. Then, the visual
features of the same vehicle keyframes are extracted to match between the cameras of the
specific matching link, while taking into account the constraint of the trajectory time. In the
end, our algorithm shortens vehicle trajectories’ average matching time in two cameras to 2
seconds, and the accuracy is 81.59% in the test scenarios, which greatly improves the
efficiency and accuracy of vehicle re-identification.
Ultrasound Vascular Image Segmentation Based on Full Convolutional Aggregation Neural
Network
Yan Li and Jun Liu
Wuhan University of science and technology, China

B1-057
18:00-18:15

Abstract-The concept of ultrasound therapy has been proposed long ago. However, most of
the previous methods of ultrasound therapy destroy tissue through thermal effects and cause
great damage to patients. In recent years, ultrasound cavitation therapy has caused extensive
discussion and research due to its unique non-invasiveness. In order to achieve real-time
access to the patient during treatment, the lesion area must be processed simultaneously and
accurately. However, ultrasound images mostly have lower signal-to-noise ratio, contrast,
and blurred edges. In order to solve the segmentation problem, this paper proposes a new
segmentation model Du-net based on the full convolutional neural network. Under the
premise of deepening the network depth to obtain more information, the Encoder-Decoder
method and the layered aggregation mode are used to prevent the gradient explosion.
Solving boundary segmentation problem by constructing joint network, In the case of a
small data set, the data enhancement method using a suitable data set effectively increases
the usable image features and achieves better results on the ultrasound blood vessel image.
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Mobile Multimedia-based Learning Resource Development: Living of Komodo Dragons
Meike Paat, Hadi Sutopo and Nurliani Siregar
Universitas HKBP Nommensen, Indonesia

B1-006
16:30-16:45

B1-035
16:45-17:00

B1-047
17:00-17:15

Abstract-This study was aimed at developing a mobile multimedia-based Living of Komodo
Dragons learning model at a university in Manado, Indonesia. The model is a supplementary
resource for teaching materials of learning process and lecturer’s guide. The study was
research and development design and was carried out from January 2018 to January 2019.
Outcome of this study was a set of information about living of Komodo dragons that can be
accessed using smartphone, complemented with the set of teaching tools; i.e. teaching
materials, student worksheets, and lecturer‘s guide. Results of the testing in development
phase indicated that the product was proper to be implemented in learning after some
revision had been conducted, so the product could be used as a learning model using mobile
device that was interesting, fun, not boring.
Named Entity Extraction for Chinese Medical Electronic Medical Records
Hongjie Fan, Dongsheng Wang and Songtao Ye
Peking University, China
Abstract-Named entity extraction task refers to identifying and extracting proper named
entities from natural language texts. It is the key task in knowledge graph construction.
Disease, symptom and drug entities are widely distributed in Chinese electronic medical
records (EMRs). Extracting high-quality medical entities from EMR plays an important role
in building medical knowledge graph, medical question & answer and assistance decision
making. For the widely distributed entities, in this paper, we propose an end-to-end named
entity extraction framework, which uses popular deep learningbased approach, known as
conditional random field (CRF), bidirectional-long short-term memory (Bi-LSTM+CRF)
and BERT+Bi-LSTM+CRF for training and testing the named entities. These models are
tested on real medical records, and the experimental results show that the method can
effectively identify the entities, and has certain practical value.
Effects of Acute Moderate Intensity Exercise on Emotion Based on beta Power in EEG
Pengfei Gao, Zhengji Long, Zhangyan Xiao, Fu Yang, Jihai Zhang and Guangyuan Liu
Southwest University Chongqing, China
Abstract-According to previous studies, high anxiety leads to an increase in beta power,
while pleasure and relaxation of emotion reduces beta power. In this experiment, the
International Standard Picture Stimulation Library (IAPS) was used to induce positive and
negative emotions of subjects, and EEG signals were collected when subjects were looking
at pictures. Comparing the beta power of positive and negative EEG induced by before and
after exercise, we found that the power of beta stimulated by positive and negative pictures
before exercise is generally greater than that after exercise. It indicates that subjects were
happier when facing positive stimuli than before exercise, and less negative emotions were
produced when facing negative stimuli than before exercise. In short, acute moderate
intensity exercise can improve people's negative emotion in the face of negative stimuli.
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The purpose of this study is to explore the mechanism of the effect of acute moderate
intensity exercise on emotion by analyzing beta power in late positive potential (LPP).
Real-Time Online Multi-Object Tracking: A Joint Detection and Tracking Framework
Mengyun Yi, Sheng Zhang and He Xu
Tsinghua University, China.

B1-061
17:15-17:30

B1-036
17:30-17:45

B1-069
17:45-18:00

Abstract-In recent years, object detection technology has been continuously developed, and
the tracking-by-detection strategy has gradually become the main method of multi-object
tracking. Based on detection, the accuracy of the multi-object tracking depends on the
detection results to a large extent. However, in many practical applications, especially the
case of complex scenes and crowded objects, the detection results are usually inaccurate. In
this paper, a joint detection and tracking framework is proposed with a unified confidence
scoring function to evaluate tracks confidence and complement low confidence detections
with high confidence tracks. In this way, detections and tracks can be combined organically
and achieved complementarity. High confidence detection results can prevent long-term
tracking drift, while high confidence tracking prediction can deal with false detection and
missed detection caused by occlusion during object interaction. Moreover, we trained the
ReID appearance feature with higher identification capabilities on the large-scale person reidentification datasets, which has higher identification capability. Extensive experiments
are conducted on MOT17 benchmarks to demonstrate the real-time and advanced
performance of our tracker.
Chinese Medical Entity Annotation Based on Autonomous Learning
Hongjie Fan, Dongsheng Wang and Songtao Ye
Peking University, China
Abstract-Named entity annotation means an entity that needs to be labeled in a prediction
sequence on a given text sequence. Labeling high-quality medical entities from Chinese
medical texts plays an important role in named entity recognition, and construction of
medical knowledge graph. Named entity annotation in medical texts is the premise of the
full-supervised and semi-supervised named entities recognition. The current mainstream
named entity annotation require a lot of manpower on the corpus labeling, which is
laborious and time consuming. For medical entities widely distributed in Chinese medical
texts, in this paper, we propose a small number of manually labeled medical entities to
autonomously learn medical text features, and iteratively generating new labeled entities.
The model automatically iterates the annotations from the original medical text collection
to be processed and generates a valid medical entity. The autonomously medical entity
labeling work makes it easy to label Chinese medical texts. This framework is tested on real
Chinese medical records, and the experimental results show that the method can effectively
identify the entities, and has certain practical value.
A Novel Type-based API Search Engine for Open Source Elm Packages
Junpeng Ouyang and Yan Liu
Tongji University, China
Abstract-Searching for API is a hard problem, as text is not commonly representative of
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what a program does. In this paper, we present Moogle, a type-based API search engine for
open-source Elm packages, with an online demonstration. In Moogle, queries are based on
names or type signatures, whose adequate information is leveraged for matching APIs from
open-source libraries. Moogle applies unification algorithm, where generic type signatures
can be matched to concrete ones and vice versa. In order to optimize the performance of
applied matches, Moogle stores information of type signatures in an AST-based graph
model, by applying graph DBMS, Neo4j. Moogle also has its implementation on a parser
to convert its DSL, MoogleQL, into AST data models or string queries. According to our
test, Moogle outperforms its congeneric work, Elm-search, on many aspects including
search range and allowed patterns with acceptable trade-offs.
Artificial Intelligence in Operating System
Abdul Waheed, Sanaullah and Haider Ali Farid Khan
Beijing Institute of Graphic Communication, China

B1-071
18:00-18:15

B1-072
18:15-18:30

Abstract-The rapid advancement in artificial intelligence, semiconductor and electronic
technology, software engineering and programming techniques as well as hardware
interfaces and communication has raised the demand for advancement in operating system.
In this article we have studied the classical and current operating systems and have proposed
the advanced components such as new user interfaces, advanced human-to-machine
interfaces, communication, artificial intelligence and advanced hardware technology etc.
which are necessary for next generation operating systems.
SSVEP Offline Analysis Procedures for Low Cost BCI Systems
Iveth Moreno, Emmanuel Batista, Sofia Serracin and Jose Serracin
Universidad Tecnologica de Panama, Panama
Abstract-Setting low-cost brain computer interfaces (BCIs) has been a topic of interest in
developing countries. There is a variety of EEG equipment, and mathematical techniques
that can help achieve this goal, but some of these techniques may have some flaws by their
own. A low complexity alternative using an OpenBCI optimized equipment and based on
two mathematical techniques here is discussed for an ongoing develoment of a low-cost
BCI project. The selected techniques for data analysis inspection are linear discriminant
analysis (LDA) and multivariate synchronization index (MSI). The procedure will be shown
from the basics, the OpenBCI optimized equipment is validated offline against a g.Nautilus
EEG and the performance of the techniques is shown individually. Therefore, it is discussed
the possibility of combining both feature extraction techniques (LDA and MSI) for steady
state visual evoked potentials (SSVEP), in order to achieve a concept with better
performance for an SSVEP BCI.
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Developing QR Payment to Enhance the Technological Service in Sederhana Restaurant
Network
Hanif Hanif and Hadi Sutopo
Institut Bisnis Kwik Kian Gie, Indonesia

B1-007
9:30-9:45

B1-011
9:45-10:00

B1-019
10:00-10:15

Abstract-This research is conducted in the Sederhana Restaurant network that use the
system based on profit sharing among stakeholders with a ratio of the number 10: 7: 3 for
employees, investors and brand holder respectively. Nowadays the restaurant network is
managed manually with traditional cash payment. In order to meet the globalization and
technology development, the restaurant planned to use QR for payment, so that the
customers can make payment easily. This research uses SDLC model that consists of five
stages such as planning, analysis, design, implementation, and maintenance. Subjects of the
research are people who use the system such as customers and stakeholders. This research
is still on going and the researchers would like to present the design of the system. Research
findings show that QR payment can support restaurant and it is proper to be implemented.
Automatic Essay Scoring Model Based on Two-layer Bi-directional Long-Short Term
Memory Network
Linzhong Xia, Jun Liu and Zhenjiu Zhang
Shenzhen Institute of Information Technology, China
Abstract-Automatic essay scoring provides a cost-effective and consistent alternative to
human correction. However, in order to obtain good performance, human experts are needed
to extract features of text manually in traditional ways. We propose a two-layer bidirectional long-short term memory model that a fully automatic essay scoring model. The
agreement of essay scores which marked by our model and human raters respectively has
achieved to 0.870 based on metrics of Cohen’s k. This model can achieve excellent results
like human beings’ professional raters.
The Construction Method of Geographic Knowledge Graph Ontology Model Based on
GML
Chen Xiaohui, Liu Yinzhen, Xu Li, Ge Lei and Ma Yiwei
Information Engineering University China, China
Abstract-Geographic ontology model is the conceptual model of geographic knowledge
graph and the logical basis for constructing the pattern layer of geographic knowledge
graph. In the classification of geographic ontology research, geographic ontology model is
in the category of domain ontology. It is a set of abstract structures to express ontology
according to the spatial location, attribute characteristics and relational characteristics of
geographic data. This paper discussed the logical components and architecture of
geographic ontology, designed the geographic ontology model reference to GML, described
the model using OWL language, and constructed the geographic ontology model based on
GML. The geographic ontology model comprises three sub-models: element model,
geometric model and spatial relation model. Finally, based on Protégé ontology construction
tool, this paper designed the semantic description of geographic entity and realized the
construction of geographic ontology system.
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An Improved Model of Multi-attention LSTM for Multimodal Sentiment Analysis
Anna Wang, Baoshan Sun and Rize Jin
Tianjin Polytechnic University, China

B1-025
10:15-10:30

B1-2002
10:30-10:45

B1-058
10:45-11:00

Abstract-Multimodal sentiment analysis is the task of detecting emotions in videos using
multimodal information such as text, visual and audio. One difficulty that is often faced is
the complexity associated with different modes in the fusion of feature layers. In this paper,
we present a novel feature-level fusion method for analyzing emotions called Multiattention LSTM (MALM). The proposed approach uses LSTM to capture context
information of contexts in the same video. At the same time, we use the attention mechanism
before and after multimodal information fusion in order to focus attention on relatively
important sequences and modalities. We evaluate our proposed approach on two multimodal sentiment analysis benchmark datasets and compare to various proposed approaches
on the same datasets. Evaluation results show approximately 5-10% performance
improvement over the state-of-the-art models for the benchmark datasets.
A Semantic Matching Model Based on Optimal Selection Mechanism
Ping Zhou, Fei Qin, Xiaodong Cai and Peng Jiang
Guilin University of Electronic Technology, China
Abstract-Optimal features selection is essential for sentence similarity recognition. In this
paper, a semantic matching model based on optimal selection mechanism is designed.
Compared with other models that without using an optimal feature selection mechanism,
the model uses optimal features that are closest to the original semantics to match, resulting
in higher matching. This paper proposes an improved semantic information selection
mechanism. This mechanism selects a candidate feature that is as close as possible to the
semantics of the original text by calculating the probability of distribution of semantic
information in the sentence. Furthermore, a new attention focus mechanism is designed,
which iteratively updates the information weight to obtain another candidate feature that
may affect the matching accuracy. Then, an optimal feature selection algorithm is designed
by using the context vector and two candidate features. The coefficients are selected, and
the optimal features are further selected from the candidate features for semantic matching.
The experimental results show that the accuracy of sentence matching is greatly improved
on Quora benchmark and a self-defined Chinese dataset, this indicates that the proposed
model outperforms existing matching models.
A Neural Network Go Rating Model Considering Winning Rate
Rui Zhao, Ruoqi Dang and Yinliang Zhao
Xi’an Jiaotong University, China
Abstract-The existing rating system, as the foundation of estimating results of competitive
sports and games, has problems of insufficient use of competing information and the
unilateral considering of competing process modeling. In this paper, the Artificial
Intelligence (AI) of go based on reinforcement learning and Monte Carlo Tree Search
(MCTS) was used to obtain the winning rate during progress of the matches. Also, the
Neural Network Go Rating (NNGR) model considering the winning rate was established on
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the basis of classical Bradley-Terry model, using Mini-Batch Gradient Descent Method to
calculate efficiently. History decay method was adopted to improve the time efficiency
when dealing with long-span match data. The experiment results and analysis on actual go
matches indicated that NNGR model showed excellent objectivity and stability, and higher
prediction accuracy compared with Elo, TrueSkill and Whole-History Rating (WHR)
algorithms.
A Blending Model Combined DNN and LightGBM for Forecasting the Sales of Airline
Tickets
Xingyuan Tang, Suixiang Gao and Zhipeng Jiang
University of Chinese Academy of Sciences, China
B2-008
11:00-11:15

B2-014
11:15-11:30

Abstract- The main goal of this paper is to forecast the sales of airline tickets in time series
affected by many factors including different flights, date features and short, middle, longterm historical sales information. The Deep Neural Network (DNN) model and Light
Gradient Boosting Machine (LightGBM) model are combined as a Blending model to
forecast the sales of airline tickets in future. Simulation results demonstrate the Blending
model is better than DNN and LightGBM evaluated by performance metrics including Mean
absolute error (MAE) and Mean squared error (MSE).
PororoGAN: An Improved Story Visualization Model on Pororo-SV Dataset
Gangyan Zeng, Zhaohui Li and Yuan Zhang
Communication University of China, China
Abstract- Generating a sequence of images from a multi-sentence paragraph is a recently
proposed task called Story-Visualization. In this task, how to keep the global consistency across
dynamic scenes and characters in the story flow is the distinct difference from other singleimage works, which is also a significant challenge. However, the visual quality and semantic
relevance of existing results are not satisfying when handling datasets with high semantic
complexity, such as Pororo-SV cartoon dataset. To address this issue, we propose a new story
visualization model named PororoGAN, which jointly considers story-to-image-sequence,
sentence-to-image and word-to-image-patch alignment. In particular, we introduce ASE
(aligned sentence encoder) and AWE (attentional word encoder) to improve global and local
relevance, respectively. Additionally, we add an image patches discriminator to improve the
reality of results. Both quantitative and qualitative studies show that PororoGAN outperforms
the state-of-the-art models.
E-DAM: Encoder-Decoder with Attention Mechanism for City-scale Taxi Trajectory
Prediction
Zhe Chen, Huan Liu, Yuehan Wang, Zongtao Duan and Chuan Chen
Chang'an University, China

B1-032
11:30-11:45

Abstract-Taxi trajectory prediction plays an important role in perceiving urban traffic
conditions and analyzing taxi passengers' travel behaviors. In this paper, an urban taxi
trajectory prediction model is proposed based on attention mechanism and Long-short Term
Memory (LSTM). In this model, road networks is partitioned into grids, and the road
segment with the grid which the road segment lies in is represented with embedding vector.
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Encoder-decoder framework is adopted, and both the encoder and decoder are implemented
with LSTM, in which encoder is used to turn the taxi trajectory into coding vector and
decoder is employed to transform the coding vector back into taxi trajectory. Furthermore,
in order to improve the performance of the trajectory prediction model, attention mechanism
is introduced to put the attention on the combination among road segments during
prediction. In the experiment, the proposed model was fully verified using Xi'an taxi GPS
data. The result shows that the model can effectively predict the city-scale taxi trajectory,
and its prediction performance is better than that of the traditional time series prediction
models and the existing deep network models.
Q-DFN: Visual Tracking by Gated PixelCNN Model
Xia Xue and Jingping Jia
North China Electric Power University (NCEPU), China

B1-039
11:45-12:00

Abstract-Gated PixelCNN and particle filtration. First, unlike the convolutional layers in
traditional trackers, Gated PixelCNN is a generative model of images with a tractable
likelihood. When trained, it is not limited to the existing classified datasets and video
datasets. Second, similar to RNN, its shared convolutional layers extract the generic image
features by calculating the pixel relationship maps of the pixels between the first pixel and
the N th pixel, instead of just adjacent pixels. Through comparative experiments, We prove
that the convolutional layers of Gated PixelCNN are not inferior to convolutional layers in
traditional trackers. In this paper, we employ this new kind of convolutional layers in
tracking. In addition, Particle Filtration is introduced in our algorithm to increase the
tracker’s resilience to occlusions. In the experiments, we compared the our tracking method
with other well-known trackers on 12 video sequences to evaluate the performance. The
experimental results showed that the proposed algorithm demonstrated better overall
performance than other state-of-the-art methods.
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A Study for Application in Vehicle Networking and Driverless Driving
Lu Zhongmei, Bangjun Cui and Huang Yu-Che
GuiZhou Vocational Technology College of Electronics & Information, China

B2-009
9:30-9:45

B1-037
9:45-10:00

B1-066
10:00-10:15

Abstract- From the future social trends, economic trends and technological trends, it can be
clearly found that the advent of the Internet of Things and the development of
communication technologies have jointly subverted the definition of action. In the past,
traffic accidents caused by fatigue driving and unsafe driving behavior will begin to decline
due to advances in technology. Therefore, the impact on the future automobile industry is
particularly significant, forcing the auto industry to carry out reforms again and again. In
the near future, people’s transportation will move toward fully-automobile driving, and will
soon become the normal state of human life in the future. The development of 5G will also
make human life more successful in the transformation. In view of this, the research will
use the case study method to conduct an inductive analysis of the technology required for
driverless driving and 5G technology. Through analysis, it will provide a reference for the
future unmanned system service planning. It is expected that the fully-automated driving
vehicles will be shared in the future. Excellent quality of interconnection and green
environmental protection.
Detecting and Resolving Flow Entries Collisions in Software Defined Networks
Guangyu Zhang, Shaoyin Cheng, Xiang Song and Fan Jiang
University of Science and Technology of China, China
Abstract-Software-defined network (SDN) provides flexible management by separating
control plane and data plane. Multiple function modules distribute flow entries to OpenFlow
switches via centering controllers. Unfortunately, making and managing flow entries and
policies are often error- prone and complex due to the lack of systematic analysis tools.
Since the network updating takes place frequently, the analysis scheme must be efficient
enough. In this paper, we propose a Trie based scheme to analysis collision occurring in the
data plane. Extensive experiments demonstrate that our method is 3-40 × faster than the
traditional scheme
andcost less memory. Moreover, a policy-oriented strategy was introduced to help resolve
the collision, which can be treated as reference advice for administrators. Also, we
implement and evaluate our scheme in the simulation environment to verify its
practicability.
A Secure Transmission Scheme of Sensitive Power Information in Ubiquitous Power IoT
Jingtang Luo, Shiying Yao, Jijun Gou, Lisha Shuai and Yu Cao
University of Science and Technology Beijing, China
Abstract-As one of the national key infrastructures, the ubiquitous power Internet of Things
(IoT) provides a convenient method for large-scale power information collection. The
widespread transmission of massive power information using data mining techniques for
large amounts of data can yield valuable information. Therefore, hacker attacks are endless,
posing a threat to the security of the state, society, collectives and individuals. In this paper,
we propose a secure transmission scheme of power information, named “SSD” (Split &
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Signature & Disturbing). In the scheme, after the data is split, it will be anonymized and
selected for different paths to be transferred to the destination node. After recombination,
the data will be restored. The SSD ensures the indistinguishability and security of the
sensitive data by data splitting and disturbing method, and protects the anonymity of
individual identities by group signature. The experimental results show that the individual
prediction/actual data similarity approaches 0%, and the similarity ratio of the category data
(three types in the experiment) is 37.32%, which can be judged to be basically noncorrelated.
A Hedge Algebras Based Fuzzy Inference System for clustering in Multi-hop WSNs
Trong-Minh Hoang, Thi- Nguyen and Nhu Lan Vu
Posts and Telecoms Institute of Technology, VietNam

B1-067
10:15-10:30

B1-009
10:30-10:45

Abstract-To prolong the lifetime of wireless sensor networks, the clustering technique is a
key point to create optimized sensor node groups for effective transmission processes. There
are many factors affected the efficiency of clustering algorithms that come from uncertain
characteristics of both inside and outside network conditions. Therefore, the fuzzy logicbased clustering technique can be seen as a promising technique since it allows combining
and evaluating diverse parameters in an efficient sense. Moreover, the Fuzzy Inference
System (FIS) is an efficient modeling tool to utilize the best input data features and expert
knowledge for supporting appropriate decisions. However, using the human reasoning
process to assign linguistic terms for setting fuzzy rules may lead to ineffective results
because of intuitively heavily dependent problem. Otherwise, thanks to a good property of
hedge algebras that provides a mathematical formalism for designing the orderbased
semantic structure of term domains of linguistic variables as a quantitative model. Hence,
this paper proposes a novel fuzzy inference system based hedge algebras which combine
for forming clusters in multi-hop sensor networks. The numerical results are shown in this
paper to validate the efficiency of the proposed model.
Optimizing Energy Consumption for Cloud Computing: A Cluster and Migration Based
Approach (CMBA)
Jyoti Singh and Jingchao Chen
Donghua University, China
Abstract-Cloud computing resource demand increases with the increased use of IT users
and related IT technologies. To meet the requirements of user’s workload, there is a
necessity to increase data centers, which require huge electricity. Along with severe energy
consumption, data centers also emit enormous amount of carbon dioxide which is a potent
greenhouse gas. Hence, there is a necessity to provide a solution through which energy
consumption for cloud data centers can be reduced. For cloud environment, if virtual
machine located in data center is overloaded then performance will be reduced and if virtual
machine is under loaded then it will be a wastage of resources and power. To address these
issues, we propose CMBA (Cluster and Migration Based Approach) for cloud resource
allocation that maps groups of tasks to customized virtual machine types based on
processing, memory and network requirements. After proper placement of workload with
specific VMs, the dynamic migration concept also makes huge impact to reduce energy for
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running physical machine and respective host or data center. In this way, the cloud resources
can be optimized with minimal energy consumption.
Development of an Effective Cryptographic Algorithm using Random Matrix Shared Key
Mohammed Nasir Uddin, Syada Tasmia Alvi, Rakib Hossen and Abdus Samad
Jagannath University, Bangladesh

B1-012
10:45-11:00

B1-059
11:00-11:15

B1-074
11:15-11:30

Abstract-Data security refers to protect digital privacy measures that are applied to prevent
unauthorized access to computers, databases and websites. Confidentiality is one of the most
important part of security and the principle of confidentiality ensures only the sender and
the intended recipients have access to the contents of a message. There are a number of
algorithms using encryption and decryption procedure to achieve security measures for data
and information. Each algorithm has different method. For encrypting and decrypting large
number of data sets, most of the algorithms are complex and some existing algorithms are
vulnerable to cryptanalysis attacks. The main objective of our research work is to build a
simple algorithm which can encrypt and decrypt large number of data sets and is free from
maximum cryptanalysis attack to provide confidentiality. In this research paper, an effective
symmetric cryptographic algorithm is proposed where the algorithm procedures are much
simpler to encrypt or decrypt large number of data sets. Security level is higher because
poly-alphabetic substitution mapping method, translation and transposition techniques
are used.
On a class of Distributed Storage Systems with Prioritized Data
Congduan Li
Sun Yat-sen University, China
Abstract-The rate regions and sufficiency of simple linear codes for a class of distributed
storage systems with prioritized data sources are investigated in this paper. The exact repair
problem is considered. Different from conventional setups, the scenario considered in this
paper has prioritized data sources, where the hot data has higher priority than cold data in
the decoding process. It is assumed that a user demanding cold data demands hot data as
well. Instead of using same capacity for all storage nodes, the rate regions of interest are all
feasible different storage sizes versus different tuples of source entropies, with assumption
of sufficient large repair bandwidth. Both symmetric and asymmetric repairs are discussed
in the paper. Linear network codes over some finite field are said to be sufficient for such a
distributed storage system if and only if for every point in the rate region, there exists a code
over that finite field to achieve it. As a multi-source multi-sink network coding problem,
the rate regions are obtained from computer-aided approaches via bounding the region of
entropic vectors. Experimental results on the rate regions of hundreds of non-isomorphic
distributed storage systems are presented for demonstration. In addition, it is shown that
binary linear codes suffice for most of them.
Synthesis of Datasets with Specific Characteristics for the Clustering Problem
Alexey Zabashta, Sergey Muravyov and Ivan Smetannikov
ITMO University, Russia
Abstract-In this paper, we propose a method for synthesis of datasets with specific
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characteristics for the clustering task. Namely, we propose an algorithm, which can generate
a clustering dataset given its meta-feature description. The method we propose is based on
an evolutionary algorithm with crossover and mutation operators that are capable to improve
candidate datasets in a natural way. We experimentally compared this method with two
other approaches for dataset synthesis. We used meta-feature vectors of 247 real-world
datasets as inputs. The proposed method outperformed existing ones with respect to
Mahalanobis distance between target meta-feature vectors and characteristics of generated
datasets.
Construction and Application of Big Data Analysis Platform for Enterprise
Shaoyi SHEN, Bin LI and Situo LI
Yunnan Tobacco Leaf Company, China

B2-010
11:30-11:45

Abstract- A data revolution has been leading by big data, which have the extremely
profound influence on the economic, social development and public life. This paper
introduces the meaning of big data, and discusses the innovation and opportunity of
enterprise under the perspective of big data. According to the information architecture, this
paper supplies the basic construction of enterprise big data analysis platform, and suggests
the strategy of application, which have certain realistic directive significance.
A Segment-Based Trajectory Similarity Calculation Method SDTW
Kang Jun, Xu WeiQiang and Duan ZongTao
Chang'an University, China

B1-027
11:45-12:00

Abstract-The analysis based on spatio-temporal data has become a hot topic in the field of
machine learning. Urban traffic trajectory clustering is one of the key points of urban traffic
data mining, and trajectory similarity calculation is the basis of traffic trajectory clustering.
In the light of the weakness of current mainstream similarity calculation method under
complex roads that proposed one segmentation-based trajectory similarity calculation
method (SDTW*). The algorithm fully considers the shape of the trajectory and has good
performance. The experimental part uses different similarity algorithms, and combines the
hierarchical clustering algorithm to cluster the actual vehicle trajectory, and selects the
average contour coefficient and the cluster success rate as the evaluation indicators. The
results show that the average contour coefficient of the proposed algorithm is 33.86% and
12.94% higher than that of DTW and SDTW, respectively, and the clustering success rate
is also improved to some extent.
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Road Crack Image Segmentation using Global Context U-Net
Jie Chen, Gang Liu and Xin Chen
Hubei University of Technology, China

B1-018

Abstract-Road crack is one of the common factors that affect traffic safety. Generally, the
segmentation of road crack images is performed by professional inspectors or engineers.
However, manual segmentation of road crack images is a very time-consuming and laborintensive task. Therefore, an automatic road crack image segmentation method is required to
process the task. In this paper, we present a novel road crack image segmentation approach
based on U-net and global context block. The proposed method uses the classical
segmentation network U-net as the backbone network and embeds a lightweight global
context block in the U-net structure to make the network focus on the global context features
information so as to achieve the refined segmentation of road crack images. The proposed
method is called global context U-net (GCUnet) and it can effectively model global context
information to process the features of random shapes and complex textures exhibited by road
cracks. A public road crack dataset is used to test our network and the experimental results
show that the proposed method can achieve satisfactory results for road crack image
segmentation.
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Advertising Video Automatic Visual Effects Processing for A Novel Mobile Application
Yang Chen, Yingying She, Lvqing Yang, Daiwei Wang and Yingxuan Ji
Xiamen University, China

B2-015

B1-049

B1-2004

B1-021

Abstract- Today, advertising videos are in a heavy demand on e-commerce platform; however,
for most small and micro enterprises, producing an advertising video which could attain a satisfied
advertising effect easily at a low cost is a huge challenge due to the lack of the professional
knowledge. With the advent of the 5G era, the programmatic advertising video production will be
pushed to a new enthusiasm. In the future, the production of advertising video through mobile
devices will be a development trend. This paper explores the mobile advertising video generation
system, and proposes an automatic video visual effect processing method for a novel mobile
application. This method combines intelligent video recognition technology and visual dynamic
effect processing, aiming to assist users to generate compelling product advertising videos.
Residual Mask Based on MobileNet-V2 for Driver's Dangerous Behavior Recognition
Haotian Wang
Hubei University of technology, China
Abstract- Today, advertising videos are in a heavy demand on e-commerce platform; however,
for most small and micro enterprises, producing an advertising video which could attain a satisfied
advertising effect easily at a low cost is a huge challenge due to the lack of the professional
knowledge. With the advent of the 5G era, the programmatic advertising video production will be
pushed to a new enthusiasm. In the future, the production of advertising video through mobile
devices will be a development trend. This paper explores the mobile advertising video generation
system, and proposes an automatic video visual effect processing method for a novel mobile
application. This method combines intelligent video recognition technology and visual dynamic
effect processing, aiming to assist users to generate compelling product advertising videos.
Design of New Intelligent bedside Lamp
Han Xiaocui
Linyi university, China
Abstract-The system mainly uses C language to program, uses light sensor, pyroelectric
infrared sensor and other components to collect the relevant data, and switches the collected
data information through microprocessor to meet the user's intelligent control of the light
demand in different scenes. The system has a variety of modes for users to choose from.
During the day according to the light intensity automatically adjust the brightness of the light,
night automatic induction of human activity to turn on the light.
User Guided Digital Artwork Colorization
Haotian Wang
Hubei University of technology, China
Abstract-In this paper, we present a user-guided digital artwork colorization approach. We
propose a novel network structure for this task. Our network takes grayscale artworks along
with sparse user-specified color points as input and outputs color artworks using a
convolutional neural network (CNN). We train our network on ten thousand digital paintings
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collected from the internet with simulated user inputs. The experiment result shows that our
network outperforms other networks in the task of interactive digital artwork colorization and
can produce artistic and convincing color artworks.
Single Image Super-Resolution via Convolutional Sparse Coding with One Group of Filters
Mingming Bai, Yunjie Zhang and Bin Zhang
Dalian Maritime University Dalian, China

B1-054

B1-056

B1-075

Abstract-Using the characteristic that image patches can be represented sparsely on a selected
over-complete dictionary, the sparse coding based super-resolution (ScSR) method pioneers
a new avenue for the SR technology. However, ScSR will result in obvious block-effect
because of the block preprocessing of the image. For this purpose, Zeiler et al. proposed
convolutional sparse coding based SR (CSC-SR) method to solve this problem. Because it
needs to learn two groups of filters and mapping function between HR and LR feature maps,
CSC-SR usually puts forward high demand to storage and relatively large the calculation
expense. In this paper, we propose a modified CSC-SR method to single image superresolution. The proposed method only needs to train one group of filers, and explores directly
the mapping function by least squares algorithm, which can effectively reduce the workload
of model training. Experimental results for different test images show that our model has
achieved effective improvement over the previous methods.
Terminal Bulb Segmentation of Caenorhabditis Elegans Under Small Samples Based on
Two-Stage U-Net Network
Si Cao and Jun Liu
Wuhan University of Science and technology, China
Abstract-Convolutional neural network based on machine learning has become one of the
most popular methods of image recognition and segmentation, but it needs huge data samples
to get better results. In this study, based on U-Net network, a two-stage convolution neural
network method for automatic segmentation of Terminal bulb of Caenorhabditis elegans in
small samples was proposed. The method solves the problem that traditional single-stage
network cannot be implemented in small samples. The Dice coefficient reaches 89.5%, which
is higher than that of the baseline U-Net method.
Analysis Motion Imagination EEG Signal in Spatiotemporal-Energy Domain
Zhengyan Sheng, Xiao Yao, Wenyu Diao, Weiliang Li and Jun Zhu
Hohai University, China
Abstract-Brain is the most advanced part of the nervous system. As an emerging
neighborhood exploring the brain, the brain-computer interface (BCI) may completely
influence people’s current communication and lifestyle in the future. We propose an
architecture for feature extraction and classification model in brain-computer interface (BCI).
Three features of EEG signal are extracted and combined in an attempt to describe the EEG
signal more comprehensively including Wavelet packet decomposition, Information entropy
and Co-space pattern (CSP). We construct the C-LSTM model combining the Convolutional
Neural Networks (CNN) and the Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) to perform the
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classification. Comparison was made with traditional approaches, and results show the
method has a better performance for classification of motor imagery.
A Study of Ciphertext Fuzzy Retrieval Based on Information Matrix
Guangli Xiang, Yan Chen, Guangcheng Shen and Tian Biao
Wuhan University of Technology, China

B2-001

Abstract-To the ciphertext retrieval and the security of ciphertext database, we propose a
ciphertext fuzzy retrieval method based on the information matrix in this paper. On the basis
of the Bloom Filter, we introduce the index of the information matrix and the digital
disturbance in the process of index generation, after which we performe the string conversion
encryption. It not only supports the fuzzy search function of strings, but resists similarity
attacks as well. With the DFR method during ciphertext retrieval, the first stage of filtering is
completed by index matching, and then the exact retrieval is performed. Experiments and
safety analysis show that the scheme has more advantages in efficiency and safety.
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